Mallory Park Sunday 10 June 2018
A wonderful collection of machinery assembled for this festival of motorsport, bringing
together cars, bikes and karts. Ours were the oldest cars present and we were to
have two races. The weather was hot and sunny with the track in superb condition.
Practice
The first hurdle for all was to get through the strict noise test, set at 105dB. This was
to be challenging for some but eventually all bar John Greenwood were able to pass
and record a qualifying time in our allotted session. Darrell was the only one to break
the 60 second barrier but a second further back there was a close group of Richard
de la Roche, Mike Fowler, Xavier Kingsland, John Turner and Andy Turner, who was
to take over the car in race two.
Fortunately before our first race there was enough time for a little fettling, Richard
was forced into an engine change due to a valve spring issue, Stuart's points had
fallen off the mag and John Greenwood was still struggling to fix excessive noise.
Kerry's rain light had fallen off onto the mag, shorting it out and causing it to fail,
bringing his day to an end.
Race 1
Darrell led the 13 strong field away on the rolling start and was easily the first into
Gerards, which was as far as Richard got before the condenser fell off. At the end of
lap one, Darrell had a little clear air over Mike and Xavier before Stuart and John and
then a short gap before another pair of Andy and Chris.
By mid race , Darrell had built a healthy six second lead over Mike and the gaps were
stretching, although Andy and Chris were close, as were Sir John, Roy and Simon D.
On lap 13 Andy had a moment at the hairpin, when he spun and clipped the wall.
When the chequered flag came out after 15 laps, the field was fairly well strung out
but none-the-less there were 11 finishers.
With something like four hours before the second race, there was sufficient time to
tend to the cars before assembly was needed. Andy Turner was forced into an
engine change on discovering a cracked mag platform, Sir John was looking to
diagnose and fix a miss-fire that had developed on the exit of bends, and Richard set
about re-configuring the condenser mount. Andy Raynor found some distortion in the
lower wishbone after his incident and had to withdraw. John Greenwood was also out
after a recurrence of his noise issues.

Race 1 results

Race 2
This time there were eleven cars that took to the track for the rolling start. Andy
Turner had replaced father John in the Mark 9 and was second on the grid. As the
flag fell, Darrell scorched away from Andy, Mike, Richard and Xavier. By the end of
lap one, he had a comfortable lead ahead of nose to tail Mike and Richard as Andy T
dropped back a shade but with space to Xavier and Stuart.
As the laps ticked by Darrell's lead grew. By lap six it was nearly 5 seconds whereas
Richard led Mike by a car's length. Further back the gaps had opened with the
exception of Roy and Simon D, who seemed tied together.
At the end of lap 13, Darrell pulled into the pits (the carb had fallen off) gifting the
lead to the still duelling Mike and Richard. Behind them the gaps had spread and
Simon had broken free of Roy's grasp.

At the chequered flag Mike had eked out nearly half a second over Richard to lead
home the 8 finishers including Xavier in his second third place of the day.
Race 2 results

A longer report will appear in the next edition of The 500

